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What is DependentIQ? 

• Instantly verify dependents with AI-powered eligibility verification in the platform. 

Most companies end up covering employees and dependents on their benefits plans that 
they should not … and do not have the time or internal resources to figure out who is eligible 
and who should be removed.  

• Our powerful AI/ML technology automatically detects key data elements in valid eligibility 
documents and approves or denies them instantly, preventing ineligible dependents from 
ever being on the system or enrolling in your plans. 

• Ongoing When new dependents are added, we will automatically verify eligibility through 
our DependentIQ instant verification technology.  Our services team will manually review 

any documents that cannot be automatically verified, and we will handle all of the related 
employee communications for you. 

Audit services are available upon request.  Fees quoted based on complexity. 

Why DependentIQ? 
Most companies end up covering employees and dependents on their benefits plans that they 
should not and do not have the time or internal resources to figure out who is eligible and who 
should be removed.  

DependentIQ, through powerful AI/ML technology automatically detects key data elements in 

valid eligibility documents and approves or denies them instantly preventing ineligible 
dependents from ever being on the system or enrolling in your plans. 
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DependentIQ Features 

AI/ML instant verification  
DependentIQ uses advanced image recognition and AI/ML technology to automatically 
recognize and verify uploaded employee documents for eligibility requirements – providing 
instant results and eliminating 70% of HR admin intervention. 

HR dashboard  

View company verification activities and information from a single screen, including all pending 
and completed requests. Any documents that cannot be automatically verified will appear here 
for an easy and centralized approval workflow. 

Configurable rules  

Build on top of our default rule sets to customize approval rules by document type, job role, 
seniority, employee population and more, so you can control the experience and where 
coverage is enacted.  

Mobile upload  

Our mobile-friendly tools make it fast and easy for employees to add required eligibility 
documents. Employees can simply snap a photo of the document from their phone, and then 
upload into the system – no faxing, scanning or mailing required! 

 
 

 


